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This readme file lists fixes, known issues and limitations, and compatibility
changes for the Capital Markets Foundation.

For supported platforms and installation instructions, go to
https://empower.softwareag.com/Products/ProductAvailability/default.asp. 

-----------------
1. Readme for 5.3
-----------------

Capital Markets Foundation 5.3 requires Apama 5.3 to already be installed.

PAF-3287 - Currency Converter and Position Service Samples can produce zero
values (since 5.2)
===========================================================================
There is a known race during start-up of these samples that can cause
them to display zero values because they have failed to subscribe to
the external adapter.  Enabling the input log in the correlator (under
"Run Configuration") can fix this.

PAF-2844 - New Risk Firewall Position Limit and Client Credit Limit Rule
Classes limits can be breached in some cases (since 5.1)
==============================================================================
The new Risk Firewall's Position Limit Rule Class and Client Credit Limit Rule 
Class limits can be breached in some cases. This is due to the fact that the 
Position Service requires OMS events to be routed/enqueued to it in order to 
track the position correctly.

If the Position Tracker is in the same context, then the Risk Firewall's 
OrderReceiver implementation must route OMS events to it. However, this means 
that a fully synchronous OrderSender could send an order to the Risk Firewall 
that is evaluated against the previous position, as it has not processed the 
routed OMS event at that point.

Similarly, if the Position Tracker is in a different context, then the Risk 
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Firewall's OrderReceiver implementation must enqueue the OMS events to it. 
However, this means that either a fully synchronous OrderSender, or an 
OrderSender that is handling routed OMS events, could send an order to the 
Risk Firewall that is evaluated against the previous position, as it has not 
processed the enqueued OMS event at that point. 

PAF-1230 - ATA SymbolSet MARKETDATADRIVEN or SIMPLE_MD_DRIVEN Simulation modes
cause infinite loop (since 2.3)
==============================================================================
When defining SymbolSets for the ATA, users can define a "SIMULATION_MODE". 
Two experimental market data driven modes were added to allow the simulated 
data to be driven by market data inputs. However, use of these experimental 
market data driven modes will cause an infinite loop to occur in this release,
and should not be used. This infinite loop will cause large amounts of memory
to be consumed before the correlator shuts down.

-----------------------------------------
2. Customer Reported Defects Fixed in 5.3
-----------------------------------------

PAF-3262 - Incorrect reinstatement of stale data when snapshots are aggregated
(since 5.1)
==============================================================================
An issue was fixed where the aggregator would ignore temporary adjustments
(including stale data timeouts) when snapshots were being aggregated.

PAF-3215/PAF-3016 - Stack dump in the Aggregator (since 5.1.1)
==============================================================
A getKey() has been added to protect a dictionary lookup when an order is
removed from internal structures.

PAF-3093 - Generic Position Tracker doesn't clear up config on unsubscribe
(since 5.1.1)
==========================================================================
Config was not cleaned up on unsubscription correctly in the Generic Position
Tracker, meaning a second matching subscription would succeed but without
setting up the correct slices/listeners. This has now been fixed.

PAF-1062 - Order Manager block can corrupt order book status (since 5.0)
========================================================================
Under certain circumstances, the Order Manager block could produce an output
with the "working" field as a negative value. This has been fixed.

PAF-3121 – ATA fails to install at APAMA_WORK for Win32 install in Win64
platform (since 5.2)
========================================================================
The install of ATA into APAMA_WORK can fail for Win32 install in Win64
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platform. This has now been fixed.

PAF-3109 - Sometimes CMF Installer fails to create start up menu for Win32
Install in Win64 platform (since 5.2)
==========================================================================
When installing the 32bit release on Win64, CMF Installer sometimes fails
to create the start up menu.  This has been fixed.

-----------------------------
3. Other Defects Fixed in 5.3
-----------------------------

PAF-3221 - Second connection to Quotebook can cause IAF thread to quit
(since 5.1)
======================================================================
An issue was fixed where a second connection to the MDA Quotebook datastream
could cause the Upstream processing thread to quit due to a NULL pointer.

PAF-3190 - Insufficient buffer space for Extra Param event construction
(since 5.0)
=======================================================================
A buffer used in the construction of Extra Param events was of insufficient
size. The buffer has been doubled in size (to 512 bytes) and a secondary
extra large buffer (of 4096 bytes) can also be used if required.

PAF-3181 - MDA library can create invalid Quotebook output (since 5.1)
======================================================================
Under certain circumstances, the MDA Quotebook output could attempt to insert
a clashing entry into the book, before removing the clashing entry. The output
has been changed to send all removes before inserts.

PAF-3156 - Stack Dump when connecting to the Aggregator if no data is received
from the sender. (since 5.2)
==============================================================================
A check has been put in place to confirm we have received the data from the
sender before accessing it.

PAF-3153 - Aggregator - Second BBA subscription to the same symbol doesn't get
a success back if the first connection is still pending. (since 5.2)
==============================================================================
An issue was fixed where if the second BBA subscription to a symbol was made
while the first subscription was still pending due to incomplete underlying
connections then the second subscription did not receive a Success event after
the underlying connections were established.

PAF-3148 - Crossrates- Second connection to the same symbol does not get a
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connectSuccess back. (since 5.2)
==========================================================================
An issue was fixed where the Crossrate Service did not send a Success event
back to the second or subsequent subscriptions made to a symbol.

--------------------
4. Copyright Notices
--------------------

The name Software AG and all Software AG product names are either trademarks
or registered trademarks of Software AG and/or Software AG USA Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries and/or its affiliates and/or their licensors.

Other company and product names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their
respective owners.

Software AG or its subsidiaries are the sole owner of all intellectual
property rights to the Products and accompanying user documentation or have
the respective distribution rights. References made in or on the Products to
the copyright and/or to the industrial property rights must not be altered,
deleted or obliterated in any manner.

No right, title or interest in any trademark or trade names of Software AG
or its subsidiaries or its licensors is granted hereunder.

Copyright (c) 2015 Software AG, Darmstadt, Germany and/or Software AG USA
Inc., Reston, VA, USA, and/or its subsidiaries and/or its affiliates and/or
their licensors.

Detailed information on trademarks and patents owned by Software AG and/or its
subsidiaries is located at http://softwareag.com/licenses.

Use of this software is subject to adherence to Software AG's licensing 
conditions and terms. These terms are located at 
http://softwareag.com/licenses and/or in the root installation directory
of the licensed product(s).

This software may include portions of third-party products. For third-party
copyright notices, license terms, additional rights or restrictions, please
refer to "License Texts, Copyright Notices and Disclaimers of Third Party
Products". For certain specific third-party license restrictions, please
refer to section E of the Legal Notices available under "License Terms and
Conditions for Use of Software AG Products / Copyright and Trademark Notices
of Software AG Products". These documents are part of the product
documentation, located at http://softwareag.com/licenses and/or in the root
installation directory of the licensed product(s).

----------
5. Support
----------
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You may open Apama Support Incidents online via the eService section of Empower
at http://empower.softwareag.com. If you are new to Empower, send an email to
empower@softwareag.com with your name, company, and company email address to
request an account.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your 
country in our Global Support Directory at 
https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.asp and give us a call.
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